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Abstract 
We show that several classes of sets, like No-sets, Arbault sets, N-sets and pseudo-Dirichlet 
sets are closed under adding sets of small size. 
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1. Introduction 
The goal of this paper is to prove the theorem below. In this first section we will 
introduce all necessary definitions. For more information we refer the reader to the 
survey paper [4]. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a set of real numbers. 
( 1) If A is an N-set and if 1x1 < t, then A U X and A -I- X are N-sets. 
(2) If A is an No-set and if 1x1 < ij, then A U X and A + X are No-sets. 
(3) IfAisaD,-setandifIXI<b,thenAUXandA+XareD,-sets. 
(4) Zf A is an A-set and if 1x1 < 5, then A U X and A + X are A-sets. 
(5) IfAisanH,-setandifJXI<s,thenAUXisanH,-set. 
Note that part ( 1) strengthens the main result of [ 31, part (2) generalizes the result 
of Arbault and ErdGs and (4) strengthens the result from [ 61. 
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Parts ( l)-(4) of the following definition are classical. For more information see [ 11. 
Parts (5) and (6) were introduced in [ 51. 
Definition 2. Suppose that X G [ 0, 1 ] . 
( 1) X is an N-set if there exists a sequence (a,: n E w) such that the series C> a,. 
sin( n- . n 1 x) converges absolutely for all x E X and Cr? a, = co. 
(2) X is an No-set if there exists an increasing function f E w” such that the series 
c,“, sin( rr . f(n) . x) converges absolutely for all x E X. 
(3) X is an A- (Arbault) set if there exists an increasing function f E w” such that 
lim,,, sin( 7r. f(n) . x) = 0 for every x E X. 
(4) X is a D- (Dirichlet) set if there exists an increasing function f E w” such that 
the sequence (sin(r . f(n) . x) : n E w) converges uniformly to 0 on X. 
(5) X is a D,- (pseudo-Dirichlet) set if X is a countable union of D-sets. 
(6) X is a &-set if there exists an increasing function f E w” and a number no E w 
such that for every x E X, c,,,, 1 sin(rr . f(n) . x) 1 < no. 
(7) X is a B-set if there exists a sequence of positive reals (a,: n E o) with cE* a, = 
cc and there is a number no such that for all x E X, c,“,, a, . 1 sin( 7r. n . x) 1 6 no. 
It is easy to see that 
Lemma 3. X is a D,-set iff there exists a sequence (E,: n E w) converging to zero and 
an increasing function f E ww such that 
Vx E X Pn 1 sin(7r. f(n) . x)1 < en. 
For x E Iw let [TX] be the distance from x to the nearest integer. Note that UxD < 
1 sin( r.x) 1 6 T. I[x]. Therefore we can replace every occurrence of the function sin( e> 
by [I. ] in the definitions above. 
Definition 4. A set X G [ 0, 1 ] is an H- (Hardy) set if there exist reals a E (0, 1 ), 
E < l/2 and an increasing function f E cd" such that 
VxEXVn uf(n).x-a] <E. 
X is an H,-set if X is a countable union of H-sets. 
The terminology H-set is due to Rajchmann, and is in honour of Hardy and Littlewood. 
It is well known that an H-set has measure zero and is of the first category. A translation 
of an H-set is an H-set. 
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Lemma 5 (Eli&S [ 51) . We have the following inclusions: 
D -+ D, 
1 1 
B. -+ No + A 
1 1 1 
B --f N ---f P(W) 
Moreover A c HP 
We need definitions of the following cardinal invariants: 
Definition 6. For X, Y 5 w let X &* Y denote that X \ Y is finite. 
(1) p is the least size of a family A c [o]O such that for every Al,. . . ,A,, E A, 
Al U-I.. . fT A, is infinite and there is no set B E [ w]O such that B C* A for all A E A, 
(2) t is the least size of a family {A,: LY < K} C [w]O such that A, C* Ap for 
cy > p and such that there is no set B E [ w]O such that B C* A, for all LY < K, 
(3) h is the least size of a family {A,: (Y < K} such that A, C [ 01 o and 
VX E [CO]” \JCY < K 3A E da A z* X 
but there is no set B E [w]O such that 
V’a < K 3A E A, B C* A, 
(4) s is the least size of a family A C [w] o such that for every set B E [w] o there 
is an A E A such that JB n Al = IB n (w \ A)1 = NO, 
(5) b is the least size of a family F C_ d’ such that there is no g E w” such that 
V’f E F ‘dOOn f(n) < g(n). 
Note that h is the smallest size of a family of open dense subsets of P(o) /fin which 
has empty intersection. 
It is well known that p < t < h < a, h < b and consistently t < h, h < 5 and h < b 
(see [7] and [S]). 
The following lemma shows that in Theorem 1 we need only be concerned with 
unions of sets. 
Lemma 7. Suppose that A, B are two nonempty sets of reals. 
( 1) A U B is an N-set iff A + B is an N-set, 
(2) A U B is an No-set ifs A + B is an No-set, 
(3) AU B is a DC-set iff A+ B is a D,-set, 
(4) A U B is an A-set iff A + B is an A-set, 
(5) A U B is Q B-set i# A + B is a B-set, 
(6) A U B is a Bo-set iff A + B is a Bo-set. 
Proof. We will only prove part ( 1). 
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Suppose that A + B is an N-set. A U B is contained in a translation of A + B that is 
an N-set. 
To show that A + B is an N-set whenever A U B is an N-set use the fact that 
]sin(x+y)] =Isin(x)cos(y) +sin(y)cos(x)I < /sin(x)1 +lsin(y)j. 0 
Note that by a theorem of Marcinkiewicz (see [ 1, Chapter 12.1 l] ) there are two 
No-sets A and B such that A + B is not an No-set. 
2. N-sets 
In this section we will prove the first part of Theorem 1. 
Suppose that A is an N-set. Let {a,: n E w} be a sequence of positive reals witnessing 
that. We will use the following notation: for n E o, let s, = CL4 ai and b, = a,/s,. 
It is well known that Cz+ 6, = 00. Let {q,,: n E w} be a sequence of integers such 
that lim,,,, qn = 00 and 
00 
c -$ <co. 
n=o Sn q” 
Finally let E,, = si”“‘. 
We will need the following easy lemma: 
Lemma 8. Suppose that Z is a jinite set of integers, E > 0 and x E IR. Then there exists 
a set 2’ 2 Z, IZ’I > E. IZI such that 
Vi,jEZ’ [[(i- j)x] <2e. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the pigeon-hole principle. 0 
Suppose that X = {xa: a < S < t} is a set of reals. 
By induction we will build a sequence {qn: cr < 6) such that for all a < 6: 
(1) (D~ :dom(qo,) -+ [WI<@, dom(goa) E [ml”, 
(2) vn E dom(cp,) max(pp,(n)) < sf19 
(3) t% bEdom(p,) k&(n)/ . &f: = a 
(4) VP > (Y I dom(gop) \ dom(cp,) I < NO, 
(5) ‘v”P > a t”“n E dom(pop) 4op(n) C va(n), 
c6) CnEdom(p,) bn = mT 
(7) ‘v”“n E dom(po,) Vi, j E p,(n) [(i - j)nx,] < 2~~. 
Suppose for a moment that a sequence satisfying these conditions has been con- 
structed. Let cp = ~8. For n E dom( 40) (sufficiently large) choose two distinct numbers 
i,, j, E q(n). Consider the series Cntdom(P) b, [ (i, - j,)nx]. We will show that this 
series converges for x E A U X. 
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For x E A, 
c b,U(i,-j,)nxll < c b,.2s,.I[nxll<2* c a,.[nx~ <co. 
nEdom((o) nEdom(v) nEdom(v) 
For x E X we get 
c b,U(i,-j,)nxl]< c b,,.E,,=2, c -$ <co. 
nEdom(v) nEdom(v) nEdom(v) sn ‘” 
Note that by reenumerating terms we can put the series znEd,,m(B) b, I[ (i, - j,) nxn in 
the form required by Definition 2( 1). 
Thus to conclude the proof it remains to construct the sequence {&: Q < 6). 
Suppose that ‘pp for p < (Y are given. We will describe how to find pa. 
Case 1: CY is a limit. For p < CY define fp E d" by 
fp(n+ 1) =min{k > fp(n):x{b,:n E dom(rpa) n [fp(n),k)} > 1) 
for n E w. 
Since 6 < t < 6, let f E ow be an increasing function such that 
v’p < a v-n f(n) > fp(n). 
Let In = [J(n>,j(n+ 1)) f or n E w, where fl is defined as: j(O) = f (0) and 
f”(n+ 1) = f(_Rn) + 1). 
Note that 
v’p < a Pn J(n) < f&(n)) < f&(n) + 1) < f(_T(n) + 1) = Bn+ 1). 
It follows 
Similarly, we can find a function g E ww such that 
( 1) Qk lim,,_+oo g( n>ei = co, 
(2) VP -=z cy Pn E dom(qPp) lap(n)) 3 g(n). 
For n E w, let F E U, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) F: dam(F) + [w]<~, dam(F) C I,, 
(2) max(F(i)) < si for i E dam(F), 
(3) IF(i)) 2 g(i)q for i E dam(F), 
(4) CiEdom(F) bi > l/2* 
(5) VkEdom(F)Qi,jEF(k)([(i-j)nx,ll <2&k. 
Notice that each set U,, is finite and that U = UnEo U, can be identified with 0. 
For p < LY define 
X4 = {F:3n (F E U,, & Qj E dam(F) F(j) C spa(j))}. 
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It is clear that IX, \ X61 < No when y 3 p. Since LY < t we can find a set X such 
that X &* Xp for p < Q. We can assume that X n U,, consists of at most one point. Let 
p& = U X. To obtain (P~ from 40: we proceed exactly as in the successor step below. 
Case 2: (Y is a successor. To construct pa from (o,_t (or from so& above) we use 
Lemma 8. In particular, to get 9, (n) we apply Lemma 8 to Z = pcr_t (n) (or pk (n) ) 
with E = E, and x = x,. Note that 
or 
In either case pan satisfies the required conditions. 
This finishes the proof of ( 1) of Theorem 1. Part (2) is proved similarly. 0 
Definition 9. Let t’ be the least cardinal K such that there exists a family of sequences 
of positive reals { ( a;: n E w): a < K} such that 
(1) CrY?uz = co for all a’, 
(2) Vff < p Pn ai 3 a!, 
(3) there is no sequence of positive reals (a,: n E w) such that 
(a) V’a Pn a: 2 a,,, and 
(b) Cs a, = 00. 
Notice that we proved that: 
Corollary 10. t = t’. 
3. No-sets and other sets 
To prove the remaining parts of Theorem 1 we need another lemma. For an infinite 
subset X of w let X(n) denote the nth element of X. 
Lemma 11. Let x0 be a real number and let Z be an infinite set of natural numbers. 
There exists an infinite set X C Z such that for every injinite set Y & X, 
2 U(Y(n+ I) -Y(n)) .xoll < 00. 
ll=l 
Proof. Let x0 be a real number and let Z be an arbitrary infinite subset of w. Define 
by induction a sequence X0 2 Xi > X2.. . such that Xc C Z and 
1 
VnVi,jEX, [li-jl.xoj <F. 
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Suppose that X, is already defined. Define c : [X,] 2 - 2 so that: 
c(i,j) = 
1 if [Ii - jj . XOJ ,< 2-(“+I), 
0 otherwise. 
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By Ramsey’s theorem there exists an infinite set W such that c is constant on [ W12. 
Note that by Lemma 8 we have c(i, j) = 1 for all i,j E W. Put X,+1 = W. 
Let X 2 Z be such that X(n) E X,, for all n. Then X has the required properties. 0 
Let 2 and x0 be as in the hypotheses of Lemma 11. Set 
A,,= A&Z:VBGA .&(B(n+l)-B(n))-xoJ <co . 
( IF1 ) 
Then Lemma 11 asserts that d,, contains a dense open subset of P(Z) /fin, ordered by 
almost inclusion. 
Lemma 12. Zf A is an No-set and the infinite set Z = (Z(n): n E o) witnesses that, 
then for any injinite set X C Z such that (X(n + 1) - X(n): n E w) is increasing, the 
sequence (X( n + 1) - X(n): n < w), witnesses that A is an No-set. 
Proof. Note that for every x E A, 
[T(X(n+ 1) -X(n)) .xll < [IX(n+ 1) .xll + I[X(n) .xll. q 
Proof of Theorem l(2)-(3). Let A be an No-set and let Z be an infinite set which 
witnesses this. Let {x,: LY < S < Q} be a set of real numbers. By Lemma 11, each of 
the sets A,, contains a dense open subset of P(Z) /fin. 
Since S < b, we find for each (Y < S a set A, E dxa and an infinite subset B of 
Z such that B\A, is finite for each (Y. By further thinning out, we may assume that 
(B(n + 1) - B(n): n < w) is strictly increasing. But then, by Lemmas 11 and 12, the 
sequence (B(n + 1) - B(n): n < w) witnesses that AU {xa: a < 6) is an No-set. 
The proof of part (3) is similar. 0 
4. Arbault and Hardy sets 
To prove the last two parts of Theorem 1 we will use the following lemmas: 
Lemma 13 (Booth [ 21). Suppose that X is a set of reals of size < 5. Let f,, : X --+ 
[ 0, l] for n E w be a sequence of functions. Then there exists a sequence (nk: k E w) 
such that (fn,: k E w) converges pointwise on X. 
Proof. For q E Qf’ [0, I] and x E X let 
A&. = {n: fn(x> < q} and A& = {n: f”(x) > q}. 
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Let Y = (Q: k E w) be a set witnessing that {AZ,, A& q E Q n [0, l] , x E X} is not 
a splitting family. It is easy to see that this is a sequence of the sort we are looking 
for. 0 
We have the following analog of Lemma 12: 
Lemma 14. Zf A is an Arbault set and the infinite set Z = (Z(n): n E w) witnesses 
that, then for any infinite set Y C Z such that (Y(n + 1) - Y(n): n E w) is increasing, 
the sequence (Y (n + 1) - Y(n) : n < w), witnesses that A is an Arbault set. 
Proof. Use the fact that: 
1 sin(x - y)j = 1 sin(x) cos(y) - sin(y) cos(x)l < 1 sin(x)1 + 1 sin(y)l. 0 
Proof of Theorem l(4)-(5). Suppose that A is an Arbault set and 1x1 < 5. Assume that 
sequence Z = (nk: k E w) witnesses that A is an Arbault set. 
Let fk( x) = sin( r. n&x) for x E X. By Lemma 13 there exists a set Y c 2 such that 
the sequence (sin( r. Y(n) . x)) converges for every x E X. 
In particular, (Y (n + 1) - Y(n) : n E w) witnesses that A U X is an Arbault set. 
Theorem l(5) follows immediately from the fact that Arbault sets are H,-sets. In 
other words, a set of size < B is an Arbault set and so an H,-set. The union of two 
HO-sets is an H,-set. 0 
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